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Introduction

Germline pathogenic mutations in the Protein p53 
(TP53) gene can be detected in 70–80% of Li-Fraumeni 
syndrome (LFS) patients. Common tumors in LFS patients 
include premenopausal breast cancer, bone and soft 
tissue sarcomas, central nervous system (CNS) tumors, 
leukemia, and adrenocortical carcinomas (1,2). In LFS 
patients, the risk of developing a second tumor is 57%, 
and the risk of developing a third tumor is 38% (3). In 
children with LFS, the incidence of CNS tumors, including 
glioblastomas and other gliomas, choroid plexus papillomas, 
medulloblastomas, and ependymomas, is approximately 
81%, while the incidence of hematological tumors, such 
as diploid acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), acute 
myelocytic leukemia, and myelodysplastic syndrome, is only 
about 4% (3,4). In a study involving 3,801 children with 
ALL, LFS-ALL accounted for <1% of the ALL cases (5). 
To date, intracranial germinoma in LFS has rarely been 
reported.

Case presentation

An 8-year-old boy was admitted to our hospital complaining 
of intermittent muscle pain for 1 month and bleeding from 
his left ear for 3 days. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
of the left shoulder showed abnormal bone signals in the 
diaphysis and metaphysis of the left humerus, suggesting 
a diagnosis of a hematologic disease. B-cell ALL was 
identified following a bone marrow biopsy. Brain MRI 

showed a pineal lesion (see Figure 1). The tumor markers 
displayed no abnormalities. The pineal lesion cause was 
thought to be leukemia infiltration. Afterwards, the patient 
received chemotherapy [according to the China Children 
Oncology Group (CCCG)-ALL-2015, 2019 version], and 
successfully entered the maintenance phase.

Some 2 years later, the patient developed headache and 
vomiting. MRI showed an enlarged pineal lesion and a mass 
in the sellar area and spinal cord (see Figure 2). Cerebrospinal 
fluid showed Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) =0.48 ng/mL, and 
β-Hepatocellular (β-HCG) =150.16 mIU/mL. A pineal 
lesion biopsy confirmed grade IV germinoma as per the 
World Health Organization’s guidelines. Due to limitations 
of the pathological examination results of the biopsy, the 
patient was diagnosed with pineal non-germinomatous 
germ cell tumor (GCT) with sellar area and spinal cord 
metastasis.

Following detailed questioning to obtain the patient’s 
family history, we learned that the patient’s family had a 
history of cancer. Specifically, the patient’s aunt died of 
colon cancer at the age of 24 years, the patient’s father 
died of lymphoma, liver cancer, and cholangiocarcinoma 
at the age of 39 years, and the patient’s grandfather died of 
lung cancer at the age of 48 years. Bone marrow aspirate 
samples from the patient were taken for TP53 mutation 
detection, and the results showed that there was a c. 524G 
> A (p.R175H) pathogenic mutation, which is a missense 
mutation (with a mutation frequency of 51.2%). A karyotype 
analysis of the bone marrow cells showed a karyotype of 
46, XY. Through further consultation with a geneticist, it 
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was determined that the patient met the Chompret criteria  
for LFS.

As the patient had been diagnosed with germinoma, he 
had been receiving etoposide and cisplatin chemotherapy. 
A 4-month follow-up examination revealed that the sellar 
area and spinal cord masses had disappeared, but the pineal 
tumor had only reduced from 2.5 to 2.0 cm (at its maximum 
diameter), thus its removal was recommended.

All of the procedures performed in this study involving 
the patient were conducted in accordance with the ethical 
standards of the institutional and/or national research 
committee(s) and the Helsinki Declaration (as revised in 
2013). Written informed consent was obtained from one of 
the patient’s parents for the publication of this article and 
the accompanying images. A copy of the written consent 
form is available for review by the editorial office of this 
journal.

Discussion

Intracranial GCT and ALL are highly sensitive to 
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Chemotherapy induces 
apoptosis through DNA damage caused by TP53, thus 
triggering an anti-tumor response (6). However, TP53 
mutations prevent cell-cycle arrest and DNA repair, leaving 
tumor cells unable to produce an apoptotic response after 
exposure (7). Thus, TP53 mutation may have been the cause 
of the multiple primary tumors and cisplatin insensitivity 
in this patient. Studies have shown that chemotherapy can 
increase the risk of secondary tumors (7). Treating patients 
with multiple tumors can be very challenging. In this case, 
the treatment choice of the patient was at the discretion 
of the physician, and was monitored based on the patient’s 
condition. According to the United Kingdom Cancer 
Genetics Group (UKCGG), monitoring the presence of 
TP53 pathogenic variants requires additional follow-up 
examinations with patients to ensure the detection and 

Figure 1 Contrast-enhanced brain MRI showed a mixed signal 
mass in the pineal gland with mild enhancement. Lipoma in the 
midline region and dysplasia of the corpus callosum were also 
observed.

Figure 2 A sagittal brain scan (A) showed a mass in the pineal with numerous calcifications and supratentorial hydrocephalus. MRI of 
the brain (B), lumbar spine (C), and sacrum and coccyx (D) showed that the pineal mass was significantly more enlarged than it had been 
previously on T1 weighted image (T1WI), and mild heterogeneous enhancement and the compression of adjacent tissues were also 
observed, the small nodular (arrows) in the sellar area and L2–3 and S1 vertebral level intraspinal were slightly enhanced.
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prevention of lesions (8).
In this case, we thought pineal lesion was the result 

of ALL infiltration and prioritized the treatment of the 
leukemia upon discovering the pineal mass. Unfortunately, 
we failed to recheck the brain MRI during the leukemia 
treatment. Indeed, the patient was not re-examined until 
he presented with the symptoms of headache and vomiting. 
Thus, this case study provides an important lesson from 
which we should all learn. Specifically, this case study 
highlights the importance of differentiating ALL infiltration 
from germinoma, as they require different therapies. 
About 3–8% of ALL patients have CNS infiltration (9). 
CNS infiltration is common in the remission stage and is 
often characterized by diffuse leptomeningeal infiltration; 
however, intracranial space occupying lesions and spinal 
cord involvement are rare (10). When we found a mass on 
the saddle and pineal gland at the same time, the diagnose 
was able to be confirmed without a biopsy. A double 
lesion may also be caused by the metastatic spread of the 
sellar area or pineal gland lesion rather than synchronous 
occurrence (11). Thus, when an intracranial mass is found 
in ALL children, a comprehensive diagnosis should be 
made according to the imaging and clinical manifestations.

ALL mostly occurs in children aged 2–5 years (12). 
However, ALL patients with TP53 gene mutations are 
significantly older at the time of onset and often have a 
low diploid karyotype (3). A good treatment response can 
be achieved during the initial stages of treatment, but the 
treatment results are extremely poor and patients with 
TP53 mutations are more prone to relapse than patients 
with ALL alone (13). In this case, the patient achieved 
a good therapeutic effect and successfully reached the 
maintenance treatment period. Thus, the issue of whether 
the therapeutic effect in this child was related to the 
selection of treatment options or karyotype chromosome 
differences requires further study. 

In conclusion, ALL complicated with intracranial GCT 
is rare, but a detailed family history and relevant clinical 
history should be obtained to ensure early diagnosis and 
prevention to improve the survival rate of patients.
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